The Series CS Low Cost Diaphragm Pressure Switch is ideal for instrument panels, small compressors and general industrial applications. Visible set point and easy-to-wire SPDT snap switch reduce installation time. This switch operates in any position and is vibration resistant.

**INSTALLATION/MOUNTING**
The control can be pipe mounted. Do not twist the case when installing. Use wrench on the pressure connection flats.

**WIRING**
All wiring must conform to the National Electrical code and local regulations. Do not install control to handle loads in excess of electrical rating shown in specifications or as indicated on instructions inside control cover. Connect wiring to screw terminals depending on the action required. Common and High contacts will close and Common and Low contacts will open when increasing pressure (or vacuum) reaches set point. The reverse will occur when pressure (or vacuum) drops below the set point less the deadband.

**CAUTIONS:** Do not oil any parts. Mount control securely. Never exceed electrical rating for switch. Use only with compatible.

**WARNING**
A failure resulting in injury or damage can be caused by over-pressure, excessive vibration or pressure pulsation, excessive temperature, corrosion of pressure containing parts and movement assembly, electrical overload or other misuse.